Getting Started with Presentation Accessibility

To help you remember the best practices for presentation accessibility, use the mnemonic **SLIDE**, which stands for:

- **Slide titles** are descriptive and unique
- **Links** are meaningful
- **Images** have text alternatives
- **Design** is perceivable and predictable
- **Evaluation** is performed with an accessibility checker

**Slide titles are descriptive and unique**

Unique, descriptive slide titles help screen reader users know where they are as they navigate a presentation. For other learners, descriptive slide titles can help them quickly skim the presentation to get a sense of its big ideas and concepts.

**Best Practice**: Enter your descriptive slide title in the appropriate “Title” placeholder for each slide layout. In PowerPoint, use the Outline View (**View, Outline View**) to confirm that each slide has a descriptive slide title.

**Links are meaningful**

Screen reader users will often scan a list of links to get a sense of the resources shared in a presentation. Link text should be unique and descriptive to ensure it makes sense when accessed in this way, without the rest of the slide for context.

**Best Practices:**
- Instead of “click here” or “learn more” select meaningful text (text that is descriptive and unique) and make that text the link.
- Unless it is short and descriptive, avoid including a full web address on a slide.

**Images include text alternatives**

Screen readers can only describe an image to someone who is blind if a text alternative is provided. Text alternatives can also make complex images easier to understand for other learners.

**Best Practice**: After considering the purpose of the image and the context for its use, provide a concise description that focuses on the information the image conveys. If the
image is only used for decoration, mark it as decorative (if your authoring tool has that option) or use “decorative” as the alternative text.

**Design is perceivable and predictable**

Through good design, you can reduce the amount of effort it takes your readers to process the information in a document, allowing them to focus on the meaning conveyed by the content rather than its presentation.

**Best Practices:**
- Ensure sufficient contrast between text and the background. This can be confirmed with the free Colour Contrast Analyser tool for Mac and Windows.
- Choose sans-serif fonts (those without extra ornamentation) and simple backgrounds to minimize distractions.
- Ensure a logical reading order. The Selection Pane (Home, Arrange, Selection Pane) in PowerPoint provides a helpful tool for ensuring a logical reading order (just remember, the items at the bottom of the Selection Pane are read first).

**Evaluation is performed with an accessibility checker**

Use the accessibility checker in your authoring tool if one is available to make sure your work meets basic accessibility requirements. Just remember that even the best of these automated accessibility checking tools have limitations. You should seek feedback from users of assistive technologies along with the results of accessibility checkers to ensure content is usable for all.
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